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WHAT IS CHANNEL? 

Channel is a multi-agency safeguarding process that works to support vulnerable people from being 

drawn into extremism. It provides a range of support such as mentoring, counselling and assistance 

with education, employment and training. Channel focuses on early intervention to protect vulnerable 

people from being radicalised. 
 

REFERRING INTO CHANNEL 
The Plymouth Channel Panel recognises that the radicalisation process can be complex and that there 

is no single factor or indicator to identify an individual at risk of radicalisation. There are no 

academically proven checklists that exist that will accurately identify a person who is becoming 

radicalised and may go on at a later time to commit acts of terrorism.  

 

A single comment or one off statement does not necessarily mean that an individual is at risk of 

radicalisation and those involved in extremism can come from a range of backgrounds and 

experiences. 

 
The Channel process in Plymouth aims to ensure that referrals made to Prevent are appropriate 

before they are discussed at the Channel panel and it is hoped that the information contained within 

this document will provide referrers with more support around the suitably of their prevent related 

concern. 

 

Additional guidance about the vulnerability assessment factors used by the Channel Panel to guide 

decisions about whether an individual needs support to address their vulnerability to radicalisation can 

be found here - vulnerability assessment framework  

 

TERMINOLOGY 

Understanding the terminology associated with Prevent will assist in the decision making process. The 

following definitions are commonly used within Prevent and Channel. 
 

Radicalisation: “the process by which a person comes to support terrorism and extremist 

ideologies associated with terrorist groups.” 
 

Extremism: “the vocal or active opposition to fundamental values, including democracy, the rule of 

law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and beliefs. We also include 

in our definition of extremism calls for the death of members of our armed forces.” 
 

Terrorism: "The use or threat of action designed to influence the government or an international 

governmental organisation or to intimidate the public, or a section of the public; made for the 
purposes of advancing a political, religious, racial or ideological cause; and it involves or causes: 

 serious violence against a person; 

 serious damage to a property; 

 a threat to a person's life; 

 a serious risk to the health and safety of the public; or 

 serious interference with or disruption to an electronic system." 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/118187/vul-assessment.pdf
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IS THIS A CHANNEL REFERRAL? 

Referrals made to Channel should contain concerns based on a person’s vulnerability to radicalisation 

and should not be because of the person’s faith or ethnic origin. Ideally, the person considering 

making the referral will have attended the Home Office approved Workshop to Raise Awareness of 

Prevent (WRAP) and/or completed the free e-learning Channel General Awareness Training.  
 

USEFUL PROMPTS / CONSIDERATIONS 

 What have they noticed? Who was involved? 

 Does the incident relate to recent local, national or international events? Does the incident relate 
to local or national news stories? 

 Has the individual been involved in similar incidents? 

 Why do they feel the individual is vulnerable to radicalisation? What makes the individual at risk? 

 Was it a one off comment or statement and out of context for the individual? 

 Are there any other apparent vulnerabilities or concerns that make the individual at risk of 

radicalisation? 

 Can the concern be dealt with in house or does it need wider checking? 

 Have these concerned been discussed with a Safeguarding Lead? Do they share the Prevent 

related concerns? Have other checks been undertaken? What came to light? 

 Has the individual of concern been spoken to for clarity? If not, what are the reasons for this 
(inappropriate, safeguarding risk). Do they offer a reasonable explanation and or account? 

 If under 18, have their parents been spoken to for clarity? Have they noticed a change in 

behaviour? Do they offer a reasonable explanation and or account? 

 Are any other agencies currently or historically working with the individual or family? Have they 
been consulted? 

 Is the concern Prevent related? Or is it more suitable under general safeguarding?  

 Have there been any historical concerns? I.e. Concerns at previous school? Could the concern be 
addressed in house? Is there a genuine radicalisation risk? Do you and or the individual need 

additional support? 

 Do you need to clarify or discuss with a member of the Channel Panel (see end of document)?  

 

MAKING A CHANNEL REFERRAL 

Referrals to Channel should be made using the Channel Referral Form 

 Ensure all the relevant contact details and basic information for the individual of concern, 
including parent/ guardians details and any siblings if appropriate are recorded. 

 Provide as much detail as possible in the nature of concern box. Is a rounded picture of the 

individual provided? 

 Note down all the actions of the referrer. Who has been consulted? What intervention, if any, 
has been put in place? Have other referrals been made or discussed with other agencies?  

It is essential to put all relevant information into the referral form. A lack of key information grading 

the vulnerability to radicalisation may cause the referral to be dismissed at a very early stage. 

 

IF THIS IS NOT A CHANNEL REFERRAL? 

Refer to the Referral Process Map – discuss with the referring practitioner alternative method of 

dealing with concern, and log the conversation and any agreed actions.  
 

http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Channel_refferal_form.pdf
http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/ReferralProcessMap.pdf

